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Abstract 
The integration of multimedia applications into future wireless networks is 
expected to accelerate the demand for incorporating broadband infrastructure into 
wireless arena. Providing an efficient broadband wireless infrastructure capable to carry 
a mixture of different services brings a large set of new technical challenges. The 
current wireless networks that have been designed to carry low bit-rate voice and data 
are not able to carry bandwidth consuming and delay sensitive multimedia traffic. 
Consequently fundamental changes at different layers of current technology used in 
wireless networks are required. 
In this thesis we focus on Medium Access Control protocols (MAC) suitable for 
broadband wireless networks. Wireless ATM (WATM) has been considered in this 
work. This is mainly because it is widely accepted that ATM is the foundation of future 
broadband networks and integrating A TM into wireless networks provides a seamless 
interface between wired and wireless environments. We investigate the major recent 
proposals for MAC protocols for broadband wireless networks and propose a new 
reservation mechanism for the reservation part of a FDD-based MAC protocol. This 
novel mechanism is called "Dynamic Hybrid Partitioning with Adjustable Repeat' 
which helps to improve the performance of the Variable Bit Rate (VBR) voice traffic in 
a broadband wireless network with integrated traffic. 
Through a number of simulation experiments based on AKAROA2 [Ewi99J, we 
analyze the different aspects of our proposed mechanism and show how it improves the 
performance of the VBR voice traffic sources in a network with different classes of 
traffic. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 1 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Following significant advances in wireless communication and rapid market 
growth for wireless services in recent years, the need to support more sophisticated 
services such as interactive video and bandwidth consuming multimedia applications is 
anticipated [Cox95]. Supporting these new services requires fundamental changes in 
current wireless and cellular networks which have been designed to support circuit-
switched voice and more recently, low bit rate data. These new services bring a broad 
spectrum of technical challenges, including the required provisioning of satisfactory 
bandwidth. This requires to move towards the concept of broadband wireless networks. 
This concept can be realized using cellular and ad hoc architectures. 
The cellular architecture provides a public infrastructure at national or global 
level, similar to Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM). In this architecture, 
service areas are divided into cells. Each cell is controlled by a base station which 
handles bandwidth allocation, connectivity to wired backbone and mobility. 
The ad hoc architecture provides an instantaneous connectivity pattern between 
several users [Eng95,Kav95-1]. This pattern varies with time as users move. This 
architecture does not need a fixed infrastructure which makes it suitable for places 
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where access to fixed backbone is difficult due to physical or financial problems (e.g., 
rescue operation in remote areas, factories, and some of the third-world countries). 
Two different terminology proposed in literature which should not be confused 
together: Wireless LAN (WLAN), and more recently, Wireless ATM (WATM) 
[Kav97]. While they are similar in many ways, in particular in those aspects which are 
related to physical layer, there are also fundamental differences between them. WLAN 
is a relatively mature technology with many commercial products. Its main goal is to 
provide more flexibility for office environments and currently available LAN 
applications by removing the wiring requirements. It targets ad hoc approach. On the 
other hand, W ATM is a cellular-based architecture assumed to be offered by public 
service providers (e.g., NZ Telecom) as an extension of future Broadband ISDN (B-
ISDN) infrastructure. 
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Figure 1.1 : Some examples of the possible wireless broadband applications 
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Although at the moment there is no clear view of future applications of 
broadband wireless networks, there is no doubt that they will deeply affect the way 
societies will live and operate. Users will be able to access a large variety of useful 
information services such as video-on-demand, city-guiding systems, video 
conferencing, remote education and shopping, and many other applications, some of 
which not easy-to-anticipate now. They could use all these services with absolute 
freedom of movement, not being attached to any fix access point. Figure 1.1 shows 
some of the possible broadband applications, according to mobility and data rate 
requirements. 
1.1 Wireless Broadband : Principal Issues 
1.1.1 Bandwidth Allocation/Frequency Administration Issues 
At the moment, the total available radio spectrum has been divided into two 
parts: licensed and unlicensed. The licensed part of the spectrum is under control of 
major service providers and telecommunication authorities. Using this part, requires 
licensing agreements. The unlicensed part of radio spectrum has played a key role in 
developing emerging wireless technologies, and can be divided into following bands: 
[Aya96] 
• Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) Band 
This band is divided into several partitions as follows. 
• 915 MHz (902-928 MHz, 26 MHz BW) is a very crowded partition in which 
many non-spread spectrum systems currently exist. 
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• 2.4 GHZ (2.4-2.4835 GHZ, 83.5 MHz BW) is lightly loaded. Interestingly, 
the main problem with this portion is interference created by microwave 
ovens which is an important problem for indoor environments. 
~~> 5.2 GHZ (5.725-5.85 GHZ, 125 MHz BW) is lightly loaded. Some radar 
interference exists. Operating at these frequencies require GaAs(Gallium 
Arsenide) technology which is expensive. 
The ISM band was the main driving force behind commercialization of WLAN 
technology and was released by FCC in the United States [Kav97]. This let the small 
companies to develop WLAN products without any concern about interfering with 
bands occupied by major service providers. Using this band is subject to adopting 
spread spectrum technology or using very low power. However, this band is not a 
promising candidate for broadband applications which need channels with high bit rate 
capacity. In addition, spread spectrum requirement of ISM band makes it unattractive 
for developing W ATM. 
• Personal Communication Services (PCS) Band 
This band is divided into several partitions as follows. 
• 1.9 GHz (1910-1920 GHz , 10 MHz BW) allocated for unlicensed packet~ 
switched applications. 
• 1.9 GHz (1920-1930 GHz , 10 MHz BW) allocated for unlicensed circuit~ 
switched applications. 
• Unlicensed Band for Future Wireless Multi-media Networks 
The WINFORUM request for 250 MHz unlicensed bandwidth around 5 GHz, followed 
by Apple Computer Co. petition to FCC for 300 MHz bandwidth for deployment of 
National Information Infrastructure (NII), made FCC to release a 300 MHz partition 
around 5 GHz as follows. 
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• 5.15- 5.25 GHz forindoor applications. 
• 5.25 - 5.35 GHz (HIPERLAN compatible) 
• 5.35- 5.45 GHz to cover long range rural area with low interference 
All the above discussed bands have defmed power limits and can provide enough 
capacity to support bandwidth-consuming multimedia traffic. 
1.1.2 Physical Infrastructure 
5 
Two basic technologies can be used to provide a wireless infrastructure: infra-
red and radio. The infra-red technology is available in two different modes of 
propagation: diffused (using optical lens)~ and directed. The diffused infra-red has 
propagation characteristics similar to that of radio, but it has shorter range and more 
power fluctuation in comparison to the radio technology. The directed infra-red does not 
suffer from multi path fading problems and can provide very high bit rate capacity, but 
it requires Line of Sight (LoS) transmission which is difficult to achieve, in particular 
in crowded areas where objects and people move. The directed infra-red is useful for 
providing fast communication links between computers and peripherals such as remote 
printers in an office. 
The radio technology has been used more widely than the infra-red. There are 
numerous technical challenges for developing efficient radio infrastructures. The major 
problems to be addressed are the spectrum limitations and poor and variable quality of 
wireless channels. Table 1.2 shows a summary of problems and potential solutions for 
radio technology. Interested readers can refer to [Kav95-l] for more details. 
The spread spectrum technology helps to overcome traditional problems in the 
narrow band radio technology. The spread spectrum technology offers attractive features 
such as resistance against fading, and high degree of frequency reuse (useful in cellular 
networks). In addition, Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)-based networks 
provide some degree of privacy because they use different spreading codes for different 
users. Furthermore, spread spectrum-based networks can be easily overlaid into 
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currently operating cellular networks. The main disadvantages of spread spectrum 
technology (e.g., CDMA) are: power control requirement, and base station design 
complexity, and high chip rate requirement to achieve higher bit-rate capacity which is 
necessary to carry bandwidth-consuming multimedia traffic [Kav95-l]. 
At last, it is worth to mention that both radio and infra-red technologies have 
their own characteristics and can be adopted in different situations. One important 
disadvantage of infra-red technology is that it is limited to indoor environments because 
ambient light of outdoor environment can cause severe interference. Yet, infra-red 
technology is cheaper than radio technology mainly due to the fact that optical receivers 
detect amplitude (power) of optical signal, not their frequency or phase. This leads to 
much simpler transceiver architectures [Kav95-l]. In addition, using infra-red 
technology requires no licensing agreement. Finally, infra-red can be useful when 
electromagnetic interference is a concern, for example in radiography laboratories. 
When multiple access in a multi-user network is required, the radio technology 1s 
preferable. 
Problem Reason(s) Solution(s) 
1. Frequency reuse 
• co-channel interference 
Limited spectrum • Telecommunication 2. Move to higher frequencies 
(Lower channel bit rate capacity) regulations • Propagation characteristics 
• Licensing agreements problem at higher 
frequencies 
• Technology problems 
1. DSP algorithms 
• Power control 
• LOS power loss • Synchronization 
Poor and variable radio channel • Shadowing I fading • Pulse shaping 
quality • Pulse dispersion • Equalization (High and variable Bit Error 
• Intersymbol interference 2. Adaptive antennas 
Rate) 
• Frequency selective fading 3. Forward Error Correction 
• Doppler spread (FEC) Automatic Repeat 
Requests (ARQ) 
4. Robust modulation 
techniques 
Table 1.2 : Major problems and potential solutions for radio technology 
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1.1.3 Broadband Applications 
Multimedia applications are anticipated as dominate service in the future 
wireless broadband networks. In a general view, a multimedia application generates 
different types of traffic such as voice, video, and non delay-sensitive data (e.g., an ftp 
connection). Although at the moment characteristics of these applications are not fully 
understood, some estimates regarding their bandwidth requirements have been made 
[Hon97]. Table 1.3 shows a summary of some of the possible applications with their 
bandwidth requirements. As it shows, applications can generate two types of traffic 
pattern: symmetric or asymmetric. In symmetric case, both uplink and downlink are 
equally loaded, while in asymmetric case, down link carries the main part of the load. 
Video on Demand (VoD) is an example of an application with asymmetric traffic load, 
where downlink is heavily loaded (due to continuous transmission of video stream), but 
uplink carries only user requests and control information. Video conferencing is an 
application with symmetric load. 
Broadband Service Downlink Bandwidth Uplink Bandwidth 
Broadcast Video 1.5 to 6 Mbps None 
Interactive Video 64 Kbps to 6 Mbps 9.6 to 64 Kbps 
Video on Demand 
Internet Access ( www , FTP) 14.4 Kbps to over 10 Mbps 14.4 to 128 Kbps 
Video Conferencing 9.6 Kbps to 2 Mbps 9.6 Kbps to 2 Mbps 
Desktop multimedia 
Table 1.3 : Bandwidth requirements of some popular wireless applications 
1.1.4 The Role of Coding 
Coding plays a vital role in wireless broadband networks. This is mainly due to 
the bandwidth consuming nature of broadband multimedia applications such as real-
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time video. In wireless broadband networks, coding becomes even more vital as 
available bandwidth is limited and channel quality is low and time varying. Source and 
channel coding are two major types of coding. Source coding deals with issues such as 
data compression, for removing redundancy of data stream presented by sources, to 
lower bandwidth requirements of data streams. Channel coding is used for lowering 
channel Bit Error Rate (BER), by adding redundancy to data streams. From above 
discussion, it may look that these tWo types of coding are working against each other. 
Source coding aims to minimize redundancy, while channel coding adds extra 
redundancy. In practice, choice of efficient combination of source and channel coding 
schemes largely depends on the nature of targeted applications and is an important 
design issue, specially in a wireless network, where available bandwidth is limited. For 
example, more compressed data stream of say, video, needs less bandwidth for 
transmission, but it is more vulnerable to channel errors. This is because during 
compression, much of the temporal dependencies between data units (e.g., video frames) 
are deleted. Consequently, to combat channel errors, different types of error 
detection/correction schemes, such as FEC and/or ARQ, should be used, and they add 
redundancy to the data stream. 
In a multimedia network built on top of the broadband wireless infrastructure, 
different classes of traffic with different QoS requirements co-exist. No single coding 
scheme is able to work efficiently for all types of traffic sources. In addition, channel 
condition is highly time varying. For these reasons, adaptive source/channel coding 
schemes capable to adapt themselves to traffic and channel variations are likely to be 
incorporated. Recently, adaptive source/channel and scalable/multi-resolution coding 
schemes have been studied [Nag97]. Another important issue in wireless networks is 
the complexity of coding schemes. For example, a complex coding/decoding algorithm 
may achieve better compression ratio, but it needs more memory and processing power, 
and this means more power consumption in mobile terminals with limited battery 
power. Algorithm complexity is most important for image and video compression, 
because video streams contain large amount of data that makes them very resource-
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hungry in terms of memory and processing power requirements. The Vector 
Quantization (VQ) technique [Kav95~ 1] has been found as a potential alternative for 
image/video compression in wireless networks, in particular for those applications with 
asymmetric traffic pattern, where down link in heavily loaded and mobile terminals 
have to execute decoding algorithm continuously. Tbis is because VQ decoding 
algorithm is based on simple sequential table look-ups and does not need much memory 
and processing power. 
At data link layer, emphasis is more on channel coding, to combat channel 
errors. Two major schemes that have been widely used are: the Forward Error 
Correction (FEC) and the Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) techniques. FEC 
techniques add extra bits to data packets to help detecting and correcting errors, while 
ARQ is used to retransmit packets that contain errors without trying to correct errors at 
receiving end. FEC adds more redundancy to channel but does not causes much delay. 
ARQ causes more delay (due to retransmission) but helps reducing redundancy. 
Consequently, FEC and ARQ form two ends of a trade-off spectrum with more 
delay/less redundancy on one end, and less delay/more redundancy on the other end. 
Providing optimum/adaptive solutions based on hybrid FEC/ARQ schemes have been 
studied extensively [Aya96] . 
1.1.5 Network Architectures 
Wireless networks can be deployed using two different architectures: cellular 
and ad hoc. In cellular architecture~ service area is divided into cells. Each cell is 
controlled by a base station that performs bandwidth allocation, call admission control 
functions, and looks after users mobility. The base station also acts as interface between 
wireless and wired parts of the network. Base stations can be connected together via 
wired backbone or microwave links. Cellular networks are usually deployed nation-
wide, on a permanent basis. They are managed by big telecommunication companies as 
deployment, maintenance, and operation costs are high. 
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The ad hoc architecture requires no permanent infrastructure and can be 
deployed very fast without almost any deployment cost. Several users can be connected 
via radio links in a geographically limited area such as a classroom. As users move, 
architecture changes. If necessary, one or more tenninals can provide connection to 
wired backbone. 
There are several important characteristics that should be taken into account to 
decide which architecture should be adopted. Table 1.4 shows a comparative summary 
of these architectures. 
Topic Cellular Architecture Ad hoc Architecture 
Topology Fixed Time varying 
Deployment Cost High Low (or nothing) 
Licensed frequencies Unlicensed frequencies 
Spectrum Usage Increased capacity via inter-cell No frequency re-use is possible 
frequency re-use patterns 
Management Central Distributed 
Network Control Performed by base stations Every station contributes 
Reliability High Low 
Range Can be nation-wide or even global Very limited area 
Table 1. 4 : Cellular vs. ad hoc architecture 
When considering architectural issues, the integration of wireless and wired 
networks becomes an important issue. The wireless and wired networks are inherently 
different [Acamp96]. The wired networks have usually plenty of relatively cheap 
bandwidth and low BER. In addition, channel condition is consistent. The wireless 
networks have very limited bandwidth and very high BER compared to wired networks. 
In addition, wireless channels have a variable nature due to user mobility and fading. 
Consequently, separate protocols should be designed for these two types of networks. 
Naturally, broadband wireless networks should be connected to wired backbone to let 
mobile terminals benefit· from services provided by B-ISDN. The interface between 
these two types of networks should be designed carefully, to avoid performance 
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bottleneck due to the protocol translation overhead. As Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
(ATM) is most likely to be used to deploy future B-ISDN, it sounds logical to 
incorporate ATM technology into broadband wireless networks. This lets seamless 
integration of wireless and wired networks. Although there is a discussion about the 
suitability of this approach, for the time being, most of the research activities have been 
focused on developing wireless networks based on ATM [Osa97]. 
1.2 Objective of this Research 
In this project, we focus on MAC protocols for broadband wireless networks. 
W A TM, which has been proposed in most recent potential candidates for broadband 
wireless networks, is the main target of our study. Although we consider cellular 
architecture, mobility and related issues have not been investigated. After studying 
recent proposals, a new reservation mechanism named "Dynamic Hybrid Partitioning 
with Adjustable Repeat" has been proposed for reservation part of Time Division 
Duplex (TDD)-based MAC protocols for WATM. The goal is to improve the 
performance of the real-time Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic (voice traffic has been 
considered) in a broadband wireless network with mixed voice/data traffic. 
The performance and effects of the proposed scheme is evaluated through 
computer simulation. The simulation program is written in C++ and linked to 
AKAROA2 [Ewi99], a software package designed in the department of Computer 
Science, University of Canterbury, for automatic distributed precision control of 
simulation programs. 
This thesis has been organized as follows. Chapter 2 details design principles 
and requirements of MAC protocols for broadband wireless networks, then reviews 
recent proposals for W ATM. Chapter 3 details our proposed scheme. Chapter 4 presents 
comprehensive presentation and analysis of results obtained by simulation. Chapter 5 
consists of summary and conclusions. 
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Chapter 2 
Medium Access Control Protocols for 
Broadband Wireless Networks 
2.1 Overview 
By definition, MAC protocols are required when a single communication channel 
(wired or wireless) is shared by multiple users. In other words, it is essentially an 
arbitration mechanism that is responsible for the resolution of contentions if multiple 
users want to share the same transmission medium. This role becomes more critical in 
wireless networks as the available bandwidth is scarce, channel quality is low and 
highly variable. Furthermore, incorporation of multimedia applications brings more 
technical challenges, because more efficient statistical multiplexing schemes are 
required to support a variety of different QoS requirements simultaneously. These 
requirements distinguish the MAC protocols ofbroadband wireless networks from those 
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used in commercial wireless networks now. In general, MAC protocols can be classified 
into few categories as follows: 
• Fixed assignment protocols 
• Random access protocols 
e Demand-assignment protocols 
• Combined protocols 
Fixed assignment MAC protocols are widely used in traditional cellular 
networks to support circuit-switched voice transmission. The principal concept on top 
of which these MAC protocols have been designed is to assign a pre-defined, fixed 
portion of available transmission capacity to each user. Time Division Multiple Access 
(TDMA), Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), and CDMA have been used to 
design fixed assignment MAC protocols. In TDMA, channel is usually divided into 
frames and within each frame, and each user is assigned a fixed number of time slots 
during which he/she can use the entire available bandwidth. In FDMA, channel is 
divided into different carrier frequencies and each user is assigned different frequency, 
which he/she can use to transmit all the time. Hybrid TDMAIFDMA MAC protocols 
have been designed as well. For example, during each time slot in a TDMA system, 
multiple carrier frequencies can be used, so that several users can transmit during the 
same time slot. CDMA provides channel sharing in a different way. Each user is 
assigned a different transmission code. Consequently, CDMA provides an environment 
similar to a multilingual meeting in which people talk in different languages all the time 
and one can detect only the language he understands!. Although all people talk all the 
time, there is no collision as long as they use different languages. In CDMA, this 
problem has been resolved by assigning special orthogonal codes to different users. 
Intuitively, in TDMA, a user uses the entire channel bandwidth in afraction of 
time while in FDMA a fraction of the channel bandwidth is used all the time. In 
CDMA, user uses the entire channel bandwidth all the time. TDMA has several 
advantages over FDMA, namely: 
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• TDMA offers more flexibility in multiplexing uplink and downlink traffics than 
FDMA because dealing with time slots is much easier than dealing with frequencies, 
In the presence of multimedia traffic (in broadband networks), this is a big 
advantage because available capacity can be partitioned dynamically in accordance 
to the load variations and QoS requirements of different services. 
• In the presence of frequency selective fading, TDMA is likely to provide better 
performance. This is because in TDMA, user signal bandwidth is close to the 
coherent channel bandwidth (in a time slot, user uses the entire bandwidth). 
Consequently every user partly suffers from fading. But in FDMA, one or a few 
users can suffer significantly while others do not experience the fading at all. 
• Time Division Duplex (TDD) provides some attractive features which makes it a 
good candidate for MAC protocols of broadband networks with multimedia traffic, 
In TDD, both uplink and downlink traffic are multiplexed on the same channel. We 
detail this issue in section 2.2. 
CDMA does not require timing and ordering in the way it is required in TDMA 
and FDMA. Because CDMA is based on spread spectrum physical layer, it performs 
better in the presence of interference and fading. It also provides some level of data 
security because different users are assigned different spreading codes. In addition, 
CDMA does not put a hard limit on the total system capacity, in terms of number of 
users, contrary to TDMA and FDMA. TDMA puts a hard limit on the number of 
supportable users because it divides channel to time slots which are assigned to 
individual users. Once there are more users than the number of available slots, they have 
to wait for slots to be released. The same problem exists in FDMA systems regarding 
the number of carrier frequencies. However, in CDMA, every user is considered as a 
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source of noise to the rest of the users. As long as this interference is at acceptable level, 
more users can be accepted into the network* . 
Random access MAC protocols do not use any type of fixed assignment or 
channel splitting. Instead, as their name represents, they work in a random fashion. 
Every user can attempt to transmit whenever he/she has data, If a collision occurs, the 
user has to retransmit data. The nature of random access protocols makes them suitable 
for packet-switched communication networks, and because they are easy to implement, 
they have been widely used in practice. The most well-known protocols of this family 
are : ALOHA and its enhanced version known as such slotted-ALOHA, Carrier Sense 
Multiple Access (CSMA) and its enhanced versions such as CSMA with Collision 
Detection (CSMA/CD), and CSMA with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). The main 
problem with random access protocols is their potential instability at higher loads which 
can lead to low channel utilization and large delays. The key point to alleviate instability 
is to avoid excessive collisions at higher loads. For example, in slotted-ALOHA, 
channel has been slotted to decrease vulnerable period to the duration of a single time 
slot [Kav95-1]. 
Demand-assignment MAC protocols are best to handle bursty traffic. They can 
achieve high channel utilization because they a,llocate resources dynamically depending 
on users' requests. As a result, they have an adaptive nature and can respond to channel 
load variations. Basically, these protocols consist of two phases: reservation and 
transmission. In the reservation phase, users send their channel access request packets 
indicating the amount of bandwidth needed. After receiving acknowledgment from the 
base station (we assume a centralized control), they transmit their data in the 
transmission phase. The key point is to provide a collision-free transmission 
mechanism. 
Combined MAC protocols have been studied, specially for networks with 
multimedia traffic. The motivation behind these protocols is that no single protocol 
·There are other factors involved in defining the capacity of a CDMA-based network such as the way pseudo codes 
have been designed. Here, our point is that CDMA does not put a hard limit on the capacityofthe network. 
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performs well in all conditions. Fixed assignment protocols are good when traffic 
sources generate data at a steady and predictable pace. Random access protocols 
perform relatively well when channel load is low and traffic is bursty. Demand-
assignment protocols can adapt to load variations but they are more complex. A 
combined protocol usually uses a mix and match set of mechanisms. For example, in a 
demand-assignment protocol, reservation and transmission phases can be designed using 
slotted-ALOHA and TDMA, respectively. Slotted-ALOHA provides a simple 
contention-based reservation phase that lets users transmit their requests. TDMA 
provides a collision-free transmission phase with high statistical multiplexing gain. 
Further, adaptive algorithms can be used to achieve better performance. We detail these 
issues in section 3 .2. 
2.2 Design principles and Requirements 
MAC protocols play a major role in designing efficient communication networks 
and bring a variety of technical challenges. Supporting broadband multimedia services 
in a network brings even more technical challenges because MAC protocols contribute 
in providing guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS) for these services. Furthermore, when 
considering building a broadband multimedia network on top a wireless infrastructure, 
the role of the MAC protocol becomes much more important as bandwidth is scarce, 
and channel quality is highly variable. In practice, as Figure 2.1 shows, a MAC protocol 
designed for a broadband wireless network is under pressure from two sides, the 
physical layer and the multimedia application. The physical layer puts strict design 
constraints such as limited available bandwidth as well as high and variable BER. 
Multimedia applications require MAC protocol to provide guaranteed QoS for 
bandwidth-consuming services by means of efficient bandwidth allocation and traffic 
scheduling schemes in an error prone wireless network. No single MAC protocol can 
address all these technical challenges and restrictions simultaneously. A more feasible 
option is to use a combined MAC protocol which incorporates the best features of 
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advantages of other protocols. Demand-assignment MAC protocols are strong 
alternatives, because they can offer better bandwidth utilization than other schemes. As 
mentioned, a typical demand-assignment MAC protocol is composed of two phases, 
reservation, and transmission. In reservation phase, users transmit their requests to the 
base station which allocates the requested bandwidth and acknowledges mobile 
terminals. In transmission phase, users transmit their data. There are important design 
alternatives for both phases which can greatly affect the performance of the MAC 
protocol. In the rest of this chapter, we discuss these alternatives, then review major 
recent proposals . 
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Figure 2.1 : The role of MAC protocol in a wireless broadband network 
2.2.1 Frame Structure 
Most wireless MAC protocols see the channel as a sequence of frames (except 
those protocols that do not use any frame at all), whose length can be fixed or variable. 
Each frame carries several data packets. Introduction of frames provides a flexible way 
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of synchronization. In a broadband wireless network, frame should be short enough so 
that MAC protocol can respond to changes in multimedia traffic and channel conditions 
quickly. At the same time, frame should be lorig enough to avoid excessive overhead. 
Deep fades caused by movements of people and objects tend to occur at intervals of tens 
of hundreds of milliseconds [Fal96]. The onset of fade may last for a few milliseconds. 
Traffic variations, in particular for VBR video traffic, occur at tens of milliseconds. 
When considering these factors, a frame length of about a few milliseconds is 
considered as appropriate for a ·MAC protocol of a wireless broadband network. A 
typical demand-assignment MAC protocol bas a frame that is usually divided into 
several major parts, such as: 
• Modem pre-amble: is used for synchronizing transceivers in the mobile terminals. It 
is broadcasted to all mobile terminals and used as a training sequence by transceiver 
chips. 
• Header: contains detailed information about the frame format such as the length of 
its different parts, the number and exact position of allocated slots. 
• Reservation I acknowledgment: in this part of the frame, mobile terminals send 
their requests and receive acknowledgments about the results of their requests. To be 
efficient, this part should adapt itself to load variations. The functionality and 
important design issues concerning this part are detailed in Section 3.2.3. 
• Transmission: in this part of the frame, those mobile terminals for which bandwidth 
has been successfully allocated transmit their data. This part has very important role 
to carry multimedia traffic efficiently. Its functionality and important design issues 
are briefly discussed in Section 3.2.4 
2.2.2 Channel Structure 
A wireless channel consists of two links, uplink (from a mobile terminal to the 
base station) and downlink (from the base station to a mobile terminal). These links can 
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be maintained by single or separate carrier frequencies. In terms of channel structure, 
recent proposals can be classified into two categories [San97]: TDD and FDD. In TDD, 
both uplink and downlink use the same carrier frequency. In FDD, separate carrier 
frequencies are allocated for uplink and downlink. Both TDD and FDD have their own 
advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage of FDD over TDD is that it provides 
fast feedback about the result of bandwidth reservation to mobile terminals~ because the 
base station can transmit acknowledgments via a different carrier frequency in 
downlink. On the other hand, TDD offers the following characteristics: 
• Usage of a single carrier frequency simplifies the design of the transceivers. Less 
sophisticated transceiver architecture costs less, and, more importantly, consumes 
less power. 
• TDD facilitates incorporation of adaptive/smart arrays of antenna. Using a single 
carrier frequency [Acamp96] makes antenna's placement easier. In a typical antenna 
array, individual antenna elements are placed at a distance about half-wavelength of 
carrier frequency from each other. In addition, TDD provides a symmetric bi-
directional channel because uplink. and downlink are being multiplexed on the same 
frequency but in different intervals. This makes antenna weight adjustments faster, 
following mathematical relationships between required weights for receive and 
transmit mode~ respectively [Acamp96]. 
• In presence of asymmetric traffic load, when downlink is heavily loaded, TDD 
offers more flexibility and more efficient channel utilization. This is because the 
boundary between uplink and downlink can be dynamically adjusted. 
e The main disadvantage of TDD is that it adds some extra delay due to turnovers 
between receiving/transmitting modes. 
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In this situation, there are advocates of both TDD and FDD. For example, cellular 
systems are almost exclusively FDD, while cordless systems are almost exclusively 
TDD. 
2.2.3 Reservation 
Achieving low delay is always considered as one of the most important design 
issues for wireless MAC protocols. The total delay experienced by a packet (or ATM 
cell) has two components: the channel access delay and the transmission delay. The 
channel access delay is the interval between the time a mobile terminal sends its 
reservation request and the time it can actually start transmitting data. The transmission 
delay is the time it takes for a packet to get to its final destination since its generation in 
a mobile station. The channel access delay should be minimized in reservation phase. 
The transmission delay should be minimized in transmission phase of the MAC 
protocol. 
Random access protocols such as ALOHA and slotted-ALOHA are frequently 
implemented in the reservation phase of recently proposed MAC protocols for W ATM 
[San97]. Although these protocols are simple to implement, they can be unstable at 
higher traffic loads. In addition, they do not adapt themselves to load variations. To 
alleviate these problems, the following techniques can be used: 
A. Mini-slots. The concept of mini-slots has been incorporated, for example in a 
proposal by Raychaudhuri et al. [Rch96-l]. Because mini-slots have a fraction of the 
length of the data slot, in the case of a collision, less bandwidth is wasted. In 
addition, they lead to a shorter reservation phase and leave more bandwidth for 
transmission phase. 
B. Fast collision resolution algorithms. These algorithms have been used to dynamically 
adjust the length of the reservation phase and adapt it to variations of the user 
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requests. When more requests are generated, more collisions are experienced. The 
collision resolution algorithm can respond to this situation by rapidly allocating more 
mini-slots in reservation phase. On the other hand, when the number of requests 
decreases, unused mini-slots can be deleted. 
C. Piggybacking. Under piggybacking, mobile terminals attach their subsequent channel 
access requests to the actual data packets. In this way, mobile terminals do not have 
to contend every time they need to access the channel. This, in particular, is very 
useful for VBR traffic. This technique has been used to provide a collision-free 
reservation, once a call is accepted for the first time. 
Another important design issue in reservation phase, is to provide fast feedback by 
sending acknowledgment about the results of contention to mobile terminals. For this 
purpose, FDD-based MAC protocols outperform TDD-based ones, because they use 
separate carrier frequencies for uplink and downlink. In some of the MAC protocols 
(e.g., MASCARA, see section 2.3), reservation is performed on a slot-by-slot basis, as 
opposed to a frame-by-frame basis. These protocols usually have no frame structure and 
wireless channel simply has been divided into consecutive slots. Although they are 
demand-assignment protocols, there is no apparent distinction between reservation and 
transmission phases and each slot can be used either for reservation or transmission. 
This mechanism may present better performance in lower traffic load, because mobile 
terminals do not have to wait until the next frame to receive the acknowledgment from 
the base station. The handling of acknowledgments on a slot-by-slot basis is easier to 
implement in an FDD-based MAC protocol. 
2.2.4 Transmission 
Wireless broadband networks are expected to carry multimedia traffic with 
guaranteed QoS, based on user requirements. For most real-time applications, each 
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packet can only be delayed up to its deadline, or it is of no use to the recipient and may 
be considered lost. As discussed in section 3.2.3, in a demand-assignment MAC 
protocol, the delay experienced by a packet has two components: the reservation delay 
and the transmission delay. Efficient scheduling algorithms and bandwidth allocation 
strategies are key solutions to minimize the transmission delay experienced by a packet. 
In this project, we have not focused on the transmission aspect of wireless MAC 
protocols. However, in following, some of ~e more widely-used algorithms are briefly 
discussed. 
Several established scheduling algorithms have received wide attention. They 
can be used in both wireless and wired networks. Due to its simplicity, many current 
networks use the First In First Out (FIFO) algorithm which applies the same service 
discipline to all packets, independent of their performance objectives. According to 
FIFO, packets are served in the order in which they arrive. To allow simple 
differentiation of packets, some networks use the Static Priority (SP) algorithm. With 
SP, packets are given a level of priority before they enter the network, and the queued 
packet with the highest priority is always selected first for transmission. The SP 
algorithm allows the network to vary the service given to packets based on the 
importance and stringency of the performance objectives of their associated 
applications. However, SP does not consider the fact that the urgency of delivering a 
packet can vary with time, which is certainly the case for packets with deadlines. A 
simple variant of SP that many consider be appropriate for supporting traffic with 
deadlines is bandwidth reservation [Sri93]. With Bandwidth reservation, an application 
negotiates with the network, the right to transmit high priority packets at the desired 
rate. The Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm was the first to consider the problem 
of scheduling jobs with deadlines [Peha90]. With this algorithm, deadlines are assigned 
to packets before they enter a queue, and the queued packet with the earliest deadline is 
selected for transmission, except any packets that have missed their deadlines. 
Accurate separation and definition of different classes of traffic and their QoS 
requirements is of paramount importance. This issue has been addressed in the best way 
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in ATM standards, where several major classes of traffic such as Constant Bit Rate 
(CBR), Variable Bit Rate (VBR), Available Bit Rate (ABR), and Unspecified Bit Rate 
(UBR) have been defined. Furthermore, VBR can be divided into real-time and non 
real-time subclasses. As a result, for designing a wireless MAC protocol based on ATM 
technology, channel capacity can be divided dynamically between these classes of 
traffic, starting from CBR and real-time VBR with the highest priority, to UBR with the 
lowest priority. 
2.3 A Brief Survey on Recent Proposals 
In this section, we briefly survey some of the recent proposals for TDMA-based 
MAC protocols ofWATM. We divide our survey into two major groups, FDD-based 
and TDD-based proposals. Here, it is not intended to provide a comprehensive detailed 
review of these protocols. Instead, we want to give a basic but clear introduction to 
major principles used in these protocols. For more details, interested readers can refer to 
the stated references. 
• FDD-Based Proposals 
Distributed Queuing Request Update Multiple Access (DQRUMA) considers 
slotted channel without any frame structure [Kar95]. The uplink channel has been 
divided into mini-slots for request access, each followed by a slot for data transmission. 
If necessary, for example when number of mobile terminals is getting large, the base 
station can convert a transmission slot into M mini-slots, where M is a protocol 
parameter. Similarly, the downlink channel consists of mini-slots for acknowledgment 
of access requests, each followed by a slot for data transmission. As a result, there is no 
distinction between reservation and transmission phases. In DQRUMA, the mobile 
terminal is considered to be in one of three states: "empty", "request" or "wait-to-
transmit". Piggybacking has been used to transmit the subsequent channel access 
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requests once a mobile terminal gets initial access (during call set~up or hand-oft). This 
protocol does not consider any bandwidth partitioning or priority scheme and treats both 
VBR and ABR traffic equally. This protocol has the advantage that the mobile terminal 
is able to receive the acknowledgment to its channel access request almost immediately 
because downlink uses a separate frequency and reservation is performed on a slot-by-
slot basis, as opposed to frame-by-frame basis. In addition, this protocol has used 
piggybacking to provide contention-free channel access request once a mobile terminal 
gains access to wireless channel for the first time. The important disadvantage of this 
protocol is that it has not considered any kind of priority for different classes of traffic. 
Bringing in mind that this protocol has been designed to support ATM traffic, this could 
be a big disadvantage for real-time, delay-sensitive traffic. 
Packet Reservation Multiple Access with Dynamic Allocation (PRMAIDA) 
considers a fixed-length frame format divided into fixed number of slots [Kim96]. This 
protocol has not used mini-slots and all slots are of the same size. A frame is divided 
into four types of partitions: data partition (used by non delay-sensitive data), VBR 
partition, CBR partition, and available partition (used for reservation). For CBR and 
real-time VBR calls, which have strict delay constraints, the unlimited repetition of 
contention procedures is worthless, so the protocol introduces a parameter called 
maximum setup time (W MAX). If a contention procedure lasts for more than W MAX' the 
call will be discarded. W MAX has no limitation for other classes of traffic. This protocol 
considers a model with three states to represent the status of a mobile terminal: inactive, 
contending and reserving. A mobile terminal is initially in its inactive state. When a 
packet is generated, the mobile terminal switches to the contending state and tries to 
transmit a packet via contention, by reserving bandwidth. If the channel access 
procedure succeeds, the mobile terminal switches to the reserving mode. The base 
station controls the number of slots allocated to each partition, as well as determining 
the number of slots allocated to each mobile terminal. The downlink is considered as a 
contention-free TDM format. Available partition slots (fourth type) are used by mobile 
terminals for channel access request using slotted-ALOHA protocol. It uses a simple but 
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efficient collision resolution algorithm to control the number of available slots. In this 
project, we have adopted this protocol (refer to section 4.2.2). Although PRMA/DA is 
an FDD-based MAC protocol, in comparison to DQRUMA, under PRMAIDA mobile 
terminals need usually more time to receive acknowledgments from the base station. 
This is because in PRMA/DA, uplink is divided into frames and the base station sends 
acknowledgments at the end of every frame, while in DQRUMA the base station sends 
the acknowledgments immediately after receiving the access request. This protocol 
allows mobile terminals to receive the result of their contention at the end of access 
contention period, but, in the case of a collision, the contending mobile terminals have 
to wait for the base station to announce how many available slots will be assigned for 
the next contention partition. This may lead to more delay in comparison to the scheme 
used in DQRUMA. The main advantage of this protocol is its fast collision resolution 
algorithm which helps to resolve the contention situation quickly. However, this 
protocol does not use mirii-slots for contention. Instead, when a mobile terminal for the 
first time needs to gain access to the channel, it sends a channel access request packet 
accompanying by a data packet, so if a collision occurs, the effect on the throughput 
may be greater than if a small packet had been used. 
Dynamic TDMA with Piggybacked Reservation (DTDMAIPR) uses a fixed-
length frame, with mini-slots for reservation and ATM-packet-size slots for 
transmission of data [Rch94]. The uplink has been divided into three sub-frames 
(partitions): the first for reservation mini-slots, the second for long-term reservable slots, 
and the third for short-term reservable slots. The boundary between long-term and short-
term reservable slots is movable and is defined dynamically. Three types of traffic has 
been considered in this protocol: CBR, VBR, and ABR. Reservation for CBR and VBR 
can happen only in the long-term sub-frame, while reservations for ABR can happen 
only in the short-term one. Mobile terminals contend in the reservation phase to send 
their channel access requests via mini~slots. At the end of the reservation phase, the base 
station sends a broadcast message that contains all necessary information about the 
result of contention: successful mobile terminals, and the number, type, and position of 
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the allocated slots. The mobile terminals with CBR or VBR traffic that have been 
successful in reservation phase, can keep using the allocated slots as long as they have 
more packets to send, while mobile terminals with ABR traffic have to release the 
allocated slots as soon as they finish transmitting a packet. In fact, this protocol only lets 
CBR and VBR mobile terminals to use piggybacking. One advantage of this protocol is 
that it applies piggybacking, which is specially useful for delay sensitive VBR traffic. It 
also uses mini·slots in reservation phase. Another point about this protocol is that it 
considers two types ofreservable sub-frames (partitions) with movable boundaries. 
Dynamic Slot Assignment (DSA++) considers a variable-length frame structure 
called a signaling burst (San97]. The downlink signaling burst which is transmitted in 
broadcast mode, corresponds to an uplink signaling burst with the same length but with 
a time delay to compensate for the round-trip propagation delay. This protocol serves 
ATM traffic classes assuming that the priority of CBR is greater than VBR, is greater 
than ABR, is greater than UBR. The assignment of capacity is based on the priority 
calculation for each mobile terminal. The priority is determined according to a set of 
Dynamic Parameters (DP) such as the number of waiting ATM packets and their due 
dates, for each mobile terminals. The DPs are transmitted by each mobile terminal along 
with each ATM packet. The base station can ask a mobile station to update its DPs, via 
contention based on mini-slots. For this purpose, the base station uses an algorithm 
which calculates the number of mini-slots that must be available in the next signaling 
burst according to the following parameters: 
• The probability of a new packet arrival at each mobile station in the contention mode 
since the last transmission of its DPs. 
• The number of mobile terminals in the contention mode. 
• The throughput achieved under the random access procedure (slotted ALOHA). 
An advantage of this protocol is that it broadcasts the information that defines 
the next signaling period in a single downlink burst. This releases all other slots in the 
downlink signaling period, allowing the base station to implement a power control 
algorithm, if needed. This advantage is associated with the disadvantage of losing the 
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broadcast packet which means that a whole signaling period would be lost. Otherwise 
the loss of a control packet addressed to a specific mobile station would not affect the 
throughput as much. Another advantage of this protocol is that it allows an uplink slot to 
be divided into up to four shmt slots to be used for access requests in contention mode. 
In fact, this the way this protocol has incorporated the concept of mini~slot. 
• TDD-Based Proposals 
Mobile Access Scheme Based on Contention and Reservation for ATM 
(MASCARA) is based on a variable-length frame format which is used both by uplink 
and downlink traffic [Bau96]. The downlink is divided into two partitions, the frame 
header and the downlink transmission. The header is used by the base station to 
broadcast to all mobile terminals: a descriptor of the current frame, the results of the 
contention procedure from the previous frame, and the slot allocation for each active 
mobile tenninal. The uplink is also divided into two main partitions: contention-based 
reservation (based on slotted-ALOHA) and uplink transmission. All partitions have 
variable-length and can contain variable number of slots which is defined dynamically. 
For more efficient transmission, MASCARA defines the concept of "cell train, which 
is a sequence of ATM packets belonging to the same mobile tenninal, with a common 
header. This protocol takes into account the service classes of the current active mobile 
terminals, the negotiated QoS requirements, the amount of generated traffic, and the 
number of reservation requests to detennine the type and the volume of traffic that will 
be transmitted in the next frame. This information is kept in a slot map which specifies 
the size of the three different partitions: downlink, uplink, and contention, as well as the 
assignment of time slots in the current frame to each mobile terminal. The base station 
broadcasts the slot map within the frame header at the beginning of each frame. Using 
this slot map, each mobile tenninal can detennine if it will be allowed to either receive 
or transmit traffic in the current frame. This mechanism allows mobile tenninals to 
perfonn power-saving procedure, such as entering a 'sleeping' mode when there is no 
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traffic scheduled for them. MASCARA uses an algorithm called Priority Regulated 
Allocation Delay-Oriented Scheduling (PRADOS) to schedule transmissions. PRADOS 
combines the priorities of different ATM traffic classes with a Leaky Bucket Traffic 
Regulator (LBTR). The LBTR uses a token pool that is introduced for each mobile 
terminal (or connection). The generation of tokens happens at a fixed rate equal to the 
mean ATM packet rate of each traffic source. The size of the pool is equal to the 
maximum number of ATM packets that can be transmitted with a rate greater than the 
declared mean. Starting from the highest priority for CBR traffic to the lowest one for 
UBR traffic, the scheduler sat~sfies requests for uplink and downlink as long as tokens 
are available. For every slot allocated to a connection, one token is removed form the 
corresponding pooL This protocol is using "cell train" which can provide better channel 
utilization. A weak feature of this protocol is that it uses large slots for contention-based 
reservations. The size of a reservation slots equals to two ATM packets. Finally, the 
variable-length frame of MASCARA introduces extra difficulty in assigning capacity to 
CBR traffic. Assuming the case of a voice (64 kb/s) call, if the frame length is less than 
the time to fill an ATM packet 0 6 milliseconds), there may be frames where no slots 
need to be assigned. Otherwise, if the frame length is longer than 6 milliseconds, it 
might be necessary to assign more than one slot in a frame for this call. 
Packet Reservation Multiple Access with Adaptive Time-Division Duplex 
(PRMA/ATDD) has a fixed-length frame structure equal to 64 slots of equal size which 
are dynamically allocated for uplink and downlink [Pri96]. The first slot in a frame is 
used for synchronization, the second one for broadcast information, and the other 62 
slots are used to carry data. The broadcast information includes: 
• the number of slots in the downlink and uplink, 
• the assignment of each slot for mobile terminals, and 
• signaling related parameters. 
This protocol maintains two different List Handlers (LH) at the base station for 
scheduling packets: Static List Handler (SLH) and Dynamic List Handler (DLH). The 
SLH determines the call static parameters to be stored in Static List (SL), which is 
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updated only during call setup. Each record of the SL refers to a call in progress. The 
DLH maintains and controls a list of records, each one containing information about a 
specific ATM packet waiting in the base station, or in the mobile terminal buffer, to be 
transmitted on the air. Each record has a parameter indicating the last time at which the 
packet must be transmitted (packet deadline) in order to avoid its loss due to excessive 
waiting time. One advantage of this protocol is that it uses a fixed-length frame, which 
facilitates the Provision of CBR traffic by assigning fixed number of slots in each frame. 
Similar to PRMAIDA, a weak feature of this protocol is that it uses large reservation 
slots. 
Dynamic TDMA with Time-Division Duplex (DTDMAJTDD) has a fixed-
length frame [Rch96-l]. The downlink is handled in simple TDM format, transmitted in 
a single burst, and consists of two parts: control and acknowledgment signals, and data 
transmission. The uplink is dynamically divided into four partitions, a reservation 
partition based on miDi-slots and slotted-ALOHA, a dynamic allocation partition which 
carries ABR and/or UBR traffic, a fixed and shared allocation partition which carries 
VBR traffic, and a fixed allocation partition which carries CBR traffic. Although a 
fixed-length frame structure is used, the boundary between uplink and downlink can 
change dynamically, according to instantaneous load variations. Functionally, this 
protocol is bas.ed on a master-slave architecture consisting of two main components, the 
Supervisory MAC (S-MAC) and the Core MAC (C-MAC). The S-MAC at the base 
station performs packet scheduling and dynamic bandwidth allocation for all classes of 
traffic. The C-MAC serves as the interface between the data link control and physical 
layer. According to QoS requirements of different classes of traffic, the C-MAC uses 
appropriate coding scheme at the data link level. One advantage of this protocol is the 
division of a frame into mini-slots (8 bytes), which allows it to use one mini-slot for 
random access transmission of control packets and to assign several mini-slots to form a 
the payload of different classes of A TM traffic. Another important advantage of this 
protocol is that it includes· a data link control layer which complements the task of MAC 
layer. For example, to resolve the delay constraint imposed by CBR services, the data 
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link layer uses a first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer to ensure that ATM packet jitter will be 
kept under an acceptable limit. Another interesting idea is to let the data link layer 
handle the retransmission of corrupted CBR packets, by using the bandwidth allocated 
for ABR traffic, without disturbing the current flow of CBR traffic. Table 2.1 
summarizes main features of the surveyed protocols. 
2.4 Summary 
The emergence of new services in wireless networks presents new technical challenges 
which distinguish MAC protocols of broadband wireless networks from those existing 
in current networks. In general, MAC protocols can be categorized into several major 
groups, such as: fixed assignment, random access, demand-assignment, and combined 
protocols. The presence of multimedia applications in broadband wireless networks 
demands new requirements, such as large amount of bandwidth and the need for 
guaranteed QoS for a variety of services. On the other hand, The nature of radio 
infrastructure has severe limitations, such as limited bandwidth and highly variable 
channel quality. The combination of these requirements and constraints makes 
traditional MAC protocols unsuitable for wireless broadband networks. A more feasible 
option is using combined MAC protocols, which incorporate the advantages of several 
protocols together. Demand-assignment MAC protocols provide the best channel 
utilization in the presence of bursty traffic. In addition, they can be designed to be 
adaptable to channel load variations. All recent proposals are based on demand-
assignment scheme. The important aspects of these protocols are their frame structure, 
channel structure, reservation mechanism, packet scheduling and bandwidth partitioning 
policies which have been discussed in this chapter. 
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MAC Channel Frame Reservation QoS ACK 
Protocol Structure Structure Scheme Method 
DQRUMA FDD No Frame S-ALOHA, VBR slot-based 
mini-slot 
PRMA/DA FDD Fixed S-ALOHA, Voice, Video, Data Frame-
6ms No mini-slot, based 
DSA++ FDD Variable Splitting CBR, VBR, ABR Frame-
8-15 slots algorithm, based 
mini-slot 
DTDMAIPR FDD Fixed S-ALOHA, CBR, VBR, ABR Frame-
16ms mini-slot based 
MASCARA TDD Variable Notdefmed, CBR,VBR, Frame-
mini-slot ABR, UBR based 
PRMA/ATD TDD Fixed S-ALOHA, Delay-based Frame-
D 64 slots mini-slot based 
DTMAITDD TDD Fixed S-ALOHA, CBR, VBR, Frame-
2ms mini-slot ABR based 
Table 2.1 : Summary of the main features of the surveyed MAC protocols 
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As mentioned in Section 2.4, although different proposed MAC protocols for 
W ATM have successfully incorporated different teclmiques to achieve high channel 
utilization while providing guaranteed QoS requirements, they have not addressed7 the 
so-called uidle-VBR" problem. Before discussing this problem, it is worth to have a 
brief overview on the main properties of VBR traffic. Analytically, a VBR traffic 
source can be modeled by a two state Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) 
[Fis92]. Such a source, if it is assumed to be inactive in one of its states, is referred to as 
an ON/OFF source. This model has been proven to be a good approximation for human 
speech. In this model, when the traffic source is in ON state, it generates data at a 
constant rate. In OFF state, the traffic source is "idle" and does not generate any output. 
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The time spent in each state, has exponential distribution with a given mean value. 
Figure 3.1 shows a state diagram for such a model.1 
} • p OFF 
1- p ON 
Figure 3.1 :Two state ON/OFF model for a VBR source 
Considering above explanation, the "idle-VBR" problem can be clearly 
explained. In most proposals, the reservation phase of the proposed MAC protocol, is 
purely based on contention. Consequently, all currently accepted delay-sensitive VBR 
traffic (in this project, VBR voice has been considered) sources that are in idle-mode, 
new arrivals and non delay-sensitive traffic sources such as UBR, have to compete 
equally to send their reservation requests. Every time an idle-VBR traffic source wakes 
up from idle-mode, it has to gain access to channel through contention. This can lead to 
large channel access delays and channel access delay variation, specially at higher loads. 
In the rest of this chapter, we propose and detail an easy-to-implement scheme to 
address this problem. The flowchart in Figure 3.2 depicts a general mechanism currently 
used in most proposals. (Note that some proposals may have not used piggybacking} 
1 Although here we concentrate on VBR voice traffic, it is worth to mention that the behavior of a VBR 
video stream can be modeled by superimposing of multiple ON/OFF sources. Work done in [Lng96] 
presents a practical example of such a model used for simulation of VBR video traffic. 
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I 
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r. ~ ......................................................................... , No 
Wait-To-Transmit 
: ...... i>i~g;,b~~kbtg ...... ~ 
•••••••••••• "4- • •••••••••• .J 
Transmission 
.. 
• If piggybacking is used 
If piggybacking is not used 
Figure 3.2 : A general mechanism used in most recent proposals for MAC protocols of W ATM 
3.2 Detailed Description of Scheme 
In this section, we introduce our proposed solution to the "idle-VBR" problem. 
We propose a general mechanism which can be incorporated by all MAC protocols 
based on demand-assignment, whose reservation phase in based on pure-contention. 
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3.2.1 Reservation Partitions 
M,odem preamble 
. Header Control Ack 
. . . 
. . . 
. . 
.. ~ ~· Jt.. 
Base to remote data I 
Our proposed reservation phase is 
composed of two partitions with 
adaptive length : 
• idle-mode partition (gray) 
• contention-based partition 
........... 
Reservation ( mini slot) 
. 
Figure 3.3: Frame structure of a TDD-based MAC protocol for WATM (up) 
and our proposed dynamic hybrid partitioning for reservation part of the protocol (down) 
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Under our proposed scheme, the reservation phase of a TDD-based MAC 
protocol is divided into two partitions, the idle-mode and the contention-based partition. 
Both partitions are based on mini-slots. The length of both partitions is controlled by 
adaptive algorithms. The length of idle-mode partition can be zero but contention-based 
partition always maintains a non-zero length. This is because contention-based partition 
is used by new call arrivals. The idle-mode partition is used by currently accepted, but 
idle VBR traffic sources. The contention-based partition is used by new call arrivals of 
all traffic classes, and by currently accepted non delay-sensitive data such as UBR 
traffic sources. This partitioning approach provides a contention-free reservation 
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mechanism for currently accepted delay-sensitive VBR traffic sources. Consequently, 
when a VBR traffic source wakes up from idle-mode to transfer data (e.g., at the 
beginning of a new talk spurt), it can transmit its reservation request using a pre·· 
allocated mini~slot in the idle-mode partition without contention. Although this scheme 
decreases channel access delay, allocating one mini-slot for every accepted VBR traffic 
· source all the time, wastes the scarce wireless bandwidth. To alleviate this problem, the 
length of the idle-mode partition is adjusted dynamically by an adaptive algorithm, in 
conjunction with a "repeat-parameter" which have been detailed in section 3.2.2. 
Figures 3.3 shows a simple view of our proposed, and purely contention-based 
reservation phase of a TDD-based MAC protocol for WATM. 
3.2.2 Description of Algorithms 
Figure 3.4 depicts a general view of our proposed solution for the idle-VBR 
problem. The dashed part of the flowchart in this Figure represents the proposed 
scheme. As it shows, under the proposed scheme, VBR terminals do not have to contend 
to access wireless channel once they are accepted into the network. 
We are assuming that the idle-mode and contention-based partitions are 
controlled by separate adaptive algorithms. The contention-based partition is based on 
slotted-ALOHA. The length of this partition is controlled by a fast collision resolution 
algorithm adopted from [Kim96]. It works as follows. Assume Nc is the number of 
allocated mini~slots in contention-based partition and at the beginning Nc = 1. If the base 
station detects a collision, it assumes that at least two mobile terminals are contending 
and sets Nc = 2 for the next frame. In the next frame, if the base station detects collisions 
in both mini-slots, it assumes that at least four mobile terminals have been contending 
and sets Nc = 4, and so on. If the base station does not hear anything in a mini-slot, and 
do not detect any collision in contention phase, it assumes that the mini-slot is 
redundant and removes it in the next frame. The flowchart in Figure 3.5 presents this 
algorithm in more detail. As it shows, at the beginning, the length of contention~based 
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partition equals to 2 mini-slots. At the beginning of a new frame, the base station 
recalculates (and broadcasts in the frame header) the length of the contention-based 
partition (L) as follows. At the beginning, the length of the contention-based partition 
equals to two mini-slots. The array 1 that has two elements : 1(1) and 1(2). At the 
beginning 1(1) = 1 and 1(2) = 1. If the base station detects a collision in the first or 
second mini-slot of the contention-based partition, it doubles the value stored in 1(1) or 
1(2) respectively. On the other hand, if silence is detected in the first or second mini-slot, 
the corresponding values stored in 1(1) and 1(2) will be divided by 2. 
The idle-mode partition is controlled by an adaptive algorithm and a user-
defined parameter R, named "repeat-parameter". They work as follows. The maximum 
length of the idle-mode partition is given. When an active VBR terminal goes to idle-
mode in a given frame, then, if the current length of the idle-mode partition is less then 
maximum allowed length, one mini-slot is allocated for it in the idle-mode partition, 
starting from the next frame. If the current length of idle-mode partition equals to the 
maximum allowed value, two different strategies can be adopted: 
Strategy 1. VBR terminal waits until a mini-slot can be allocated in idle-mode partition. 
We call this strategy blocking because VBR terminal is blocked by the base station until 
a mini-slot can be allocated for it in the idle-mode partition. This strategy called 
blocking because if there is no room in the idle-mode partition for more mini-slots to be 
allocated, the VBR terminal has to wait until a mini-slot can be allocated. The flowchart 
in Figure 3.6 (page 42) shows this strategy. It shows that if there is no room in the idle-
mode partition, the mobile terminal has to wait. 
Strategy 2. VBR terminal switches to the contention-based partition and transmits its 
channel access request through contention. We call this strategy non-blocking because 
VBR terminal does not wait and uses contention-based partition. The flowchart in 
Figure 3.7 (page 43) presents this strategy. We see that when the current length of idle-
mode partition does not allow for more mini-slots to be allocated, the mobile terminal 
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If blocking strategy is used, after allocating a mini-slot in idle-mode partition, 
the base station sends the information about the position of allocated mini-slot within 
idle-mode partition in the header of the next frame. When that VBR terminal wakes up 
from the idle-mode (e.g., at the beginning of a talk spurt), it uses the allocated mini-slot 
to send its channel access request without contention. Having received the request, the 
· base station releases the allocated mini -slot (decreases the size of idle-mode partition by 
one mini-slot). In addition, the algorithm that controls the idle-mode partition uses a 
repeat parameter R (which can be defined by each VBR terminal independently) to 
determine how often a mini-slot should be assigned to an idle-VBR terminal before it 
wakes up. It works as follows. Let Ri represents the repeat parameter for ilh VBR 
terminal. If Ri = 1, then whenever the terminal goes to idle-mode, one mini-slot is 
allocated for it in idle-mode partition in every frame. If Ri = 2 , one mini-slot is allocated 
in every 2 frames, and so on. It is obvious that the repeat parameter provides a trade-off 
between bandwidth efficiency and channel access delay. Ri = 1 provides the least access 
delay but may waste more bandwidth if the call does not wake up during multiple 
frames. In contrast, assigning a higher value to R leads to larger access delay because 
when a VBR terminal wakes up, it may have to wait several frames to send its access 
request in the allocated mini- slot. At the same time, a higher value for R saves some 
bandwidth (specially in high traffic load and dense areas, where there are many users in 
a cell) because mini-slot is not allocated in every frame. 
If non-blocking strategy is used, the base station lets the VBR terminal to send 
its channel access request packet via contention in contention period. In Section 4.2.5 
we have analyzed the effects of blocking and non-blocking strategies on the 
performance of the protocoL 
The flowchart in Figure 3.4 presents how these two strategies fit into our 
proposed scheme. 
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3.3 Summary 
In this chapter, after a brief introduction to the "idle-mode VBR" problem, an 
enhanced reservation scheme for reservation phase of a TDD-based MAC protocol for 
W ATM has been proposed. We called it as the Dynamic Hybrid Partitioning with 
Adjustable Repeat. Under this scheme, the reservation phase of the MAC protocol is 
divided into two separate adjacent partitions called the idle-mode and the contention-
based partitions, respectively. The idle-mode partition is used by currently . accepted 
delay-sensitive idle VBR terminals, when they wake up from idle mode. The 
contention-based partition is used by non-delay sensitive data terminals and new 
arrivals. Separate adaptive algorithms control these partitions. In addition, we discussed 
how a repeat parameter R has been associated with our scheme to provide more 
flexibility. 
We expect this scheme to improve the channel access delay for idle VBR traffic 
while putting negligible redundancy on wireless channel. In addition, a load 
independent (flat) delay characteristic for VBR traffic is expected. This is, in particular, 
of paramount importance in higher traffic loads and crowded areas, where simple 
contention-based reservation schemes may suffer from fast performance degradation. In 
the next chapter, we evaluate various aspects of this scheme through computer 
simulation. 
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Figure 3.4 : Flowchart of our proposed scheme called "Dynamic Hybrid Partitioning with Adjustable 
Repeat". 
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i= i + 1 
At the beginning L = 2 
At the beginning of each frame 
update the contention length as : 
L = 1(1) + 1(2) 
Contention 
No 
Figure 3.5 : Flowchart of the algorithm that controls length of the contentionpbased partition 
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VBR Terminal Goes to Idle mode 
in the current frame 
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Base station allocates a mini-slot 
starting from the next frame 
according to R 
Yes 
0 
Transmit access request via mini-slot 
Base station removes the allocated 
mini-slot starting from the next 
frame 
Figure 3.6 : Flowchart of blocking strategy for the algorithm that controls the idle-mode partition 
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Figure 3. 7 : Flowchart of non-blocking strategy for the algorithm that controls the idle-mode partition 
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Chapter 4 
Performance Evaluation and Comparison 
4.1 Overview and Assumptions 
In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of the Dynamic Hybrid Partitioning 
scheme through computer simulation. The simulation program has been written in C++ , 
linked to AKAROA2 [Ewi99], and run on a network of UNIX workstations. 
AKAROA2 transparently transforms a sequential simulation program into one for 
parallel execution on a network of UNIX workstations and automatically stops the 
simulation when the steady-state estimates of performance measures obtain the required 
relative precision. 
To provide a clear view of various aspects of our proposed scheme, the 
performance evaluation has been done assuming several scenarios, each one focused on 
a different performance parameter. The following performance parameters were 
distinguished: the number of VBR voice terminals, the number of data terminals, the 
repeat parameter, the maximum length of idle-mode partition, and alternative strategies 
in the algorithm that controls the idle-mode partition. In addition, we briefly present the 
effect of simulation precision on our final results. In all simulation scenarios, a mixed 
voice/data environment has been assumed. We have not considered the video traffic 
because our proposed scheme does not affect the performance of VBR video. This is 
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because a VBR video stream does not go to the idle-mode. Yet we have considered a 
reasonably high bit-rate capacity (20 Mbps) for wireless channel so that VBR video can 
coexist in our assumed environment. 
Additional assumptions, specially considered with each simulation scenario, 
have been specified in the corresponding graphs. The following general assumptions 
have been made for all scenarios : 
Al. TDD-based MAC protocol with a frame length of2 milliseconds has been assumed. 
A2. ON/OFF model [Fis92] has been used to approximate the behavior of VBR voice 
and UBR data. The specified numeric parameters associated. with ON/OFF models 
described in table 4.1 have been used in many other experiments such as [Fis92]. In the 
rest of this chapter, for simplicity the term "data terminal" has been used for "UBR data 
terminal". 
A3. In all simulation scenarios, a mixed voice/data traffic has been considered. 
A4. For simplicity, a symmetric traffic pattern in which uplink and downlink are equally 
loaded, has been considered. 
AS. Due to its simplicity, First-In-First-Out (FIFO) packet scheduling policy has been 
considered in the base station. 
A6. All simulation results characterize the steady state behavior of the protocol. They 
are repeated with a relative simulation precision of 5% (except in Section 4.2.6, where 
we study the effect of relative precision on the quality of simulation results). 
A 7. In the rest of this chapter we use R and LMAX to refer to the repeat parameter, and 
the maximum allowable length of the idle-mode partition respectively. 
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Frame length 2ms 
56 bytes as follows : 
Size of data slot 48 bytes payload 
8 bytes ATM and wireless header+ SYNC+ 
FEC 
Size of mini slot 8 bytes 
Max. length of contention 24 mini slots 
partition 
24 mini slots 
Max. length of idle-mode (holds for all scenarios except when we analyze 
partition the effects of this parameter on the performance 
ofMAC protocol) 
Packet scheduling policy First-In-First-Out (FIFO) 
:Idle-mode partition algorithm Blocking (unless otherwise has been mentioned) 
Architecture Cellular (centralized control at base station) 
Traffic characteristics Two state ON/OFF model 
generated by a VBR voice ON= 1 sec , Rate = 8 kbps 
terminal OFF= 1.3 sec 
Traffic characteristics Two state ON/OFF model 
generated by a UBR data ON = 0.1 sec , Rate = 64 kbps 
terminal OFF= 1.9 sec 
Relative simulation precision 5 % (unless otherwise has been mentioned) 
Table 4.1 : Summary of the main simulation assumptions 
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4.2 Simulation Scenarios and Results 
4.2.1 Dependence of Performance on the Number of VBR Terminals 
In this section, the effects of the number of VBR terminals on the mean channel 
access delay, and on the mean channel access delay variation experienced by idle VBR 
terminals, have been studied. Here, by the channel access delay we mean the time 
elapsed since an idle-mode VBR terminal wakes up until it can successfully transmits its 
channel access request packet to the base station. The mean channel access delay 
variation can be defined as follows: 
I~N 
mean_variation = ( 2: I D. -ED I ) / N 
i=l 1 
Where Di is the channel access delay experienced by the ith mobile terminal, ED is the 
mean channel access delay experienced by mobile terminals, and N is number of mobile 
terminals in the cell. The mean channel access delay variation is important because it 
contributes to the final Cell Delay Variation (CDV) of ATM cells. In addition, the effect 
of the length of reservation partitions vs the number of VBR terminals has been studied 
to determine how much redundancy is added on wireless channel by our scheme. 
Figures 4.1 shows the effect of the number of VBR terminals on the mean 
channel access delay experienced by idle-VBR terminals in a mixed voice/data scenario, 
for R = 1. As it shows, under our proposed scheme, the channel access delay experienced 
by idle~ VBR terminals is constant (slightly more then 1 millisecond), independent from 
the number of VBR or data terminals in a cell. This is because under our proposed 
scheme, idle-VBR terminals use idle-mode partition to transmit their channel access 
request to the base station without contention, each time they wake up. In contrast, when 
using a pure contention-based reservation scheme, as the graph shows, the experienced 
mean channel access delay by idle-VBR terminals is increasing with the number of 
VBR or data terminals in the cell. The difference in the experienced mean channel 
access delay is more significant at higher loads because of more collisions. 
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Figure 4.2 shows the mean channel access delay variation vs the number ofVBR 
terminals, for two different numbers of data terminals and R = 1. As mentioned, this 
variation is important because it contributes to the final CDV of ATM cells which is an 
important QoS parameter. It is observed that under our proposed scheme, the mean 
channel access delay variation for VBR terminals is constant (about 0.8 millisecond) 
and independent from the number of VBR or data terminals in the cell. As it shows, 
using a pure contention~based reservation mechanism leads to higher variations 
specially at higher traffic load. The reason for the channel access delay variation 
experienced by VBR terminals is as follows. When an active VBR terminal goes to the 
idle mode in a given frame, the base station tries to allocate a mini-slot in the idle-mode 
partition starting form the next frame. Depending on the position in which an idle VBR 
terminal wakes up in a frame, it experiences different time intervals before transmitting 
its channel access request packet to the base station. For example, if an idle~ VBR 
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terminal wakes up just before the uplink part of the MAC frame, it can transmit its 
channel access request almost without any delay. In contrast, if an idle-VBR terminal 
wakes up just after the idle-mode partition, and R it has to wait a period equal to the 
length of the MAC frame, which is 2 milliseconds in our study . When considering a 
pure contention-based reservation mechanism, the mean channel access delay variation 
is larger, because VBR terminals have to transmit its channel access request through 
contention, each time they wake up. In the case of collision, VBR terminal has to wait 
until the next frame, and then try again. 
Above explanation has been reflected in Figure 4.2, where one can observe the 
existence of an upper bound for the mean channel access delay variation under our 
scheme, while the mean channel access delay variation monotonically increases under a 
pure contention-based reservation mechanism. 
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Figure 4.3 and 4.4 were attained for simulation scenarios similar to those 
assumed in Figure 4.1 and 4.2, respectively, but with R = 2. The effects of repeat the 
parameter (R) on the performance of our proposed scheme are discussed in full detail in 
Section 4.2.3. Here, we only show that while under our proposed scheme, the mean 
channel access delay is constant and independent from the number of VBR terminals in 
the cell, its value changes with R, in comparison to the results in Figure 4.3, for R=2. 
The reason for the shift is that with R = 2, after a VBR terminal goes to the idle mode, 
the base station allocates one mini-slot in the idle-mode partition every each frame. 
Consequently, after waking up, the VBR terminal is li~ely to wait a longer period to be 
able to transmit its channel access request packet (in the worst case, the VBR terminal 
has to wait 4 milliseconds 2 frame length). Figure 4.4 shows the mean channel access 
delay variation experienced by VBR terminals when R 2. Again it is obvious that 
under our scheme, mean access delay variation is constant and has been shifted up. 
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the mean length of different partitions vs number of 
VBR terminals in a cell. Both graphs are obtained under the same scenario but with 
different numbers of data terminals. In Figure 4.5, we observe that, under our scheme, 
the length of contention-based partition is independent from the number of VBR 
terminals in the cell. This is because VBR terminals do not use contention based 
partition to transfer their channel access request packet. Figure 4.5 also shows the 
redundancy put by our scheme on the wireless channel. As it shows, even at higher 
loads, this redundancy is trivial and is smaller than one data slot. Figure 4.6 shows 
results for the same simulation scenario with number of data terminals equal to 25. We 
observe that by increasing the number of data terminals, the mean length of contention-
based partition gets shifted upward but still is independent from the number of VBR 
terminals. The reason for this vertical shift is that by increasing the number of data 
terminals, the base station experiences more collisions and increases the length of the 
contention-based partition. 
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4.2.2 Dependence of Performance on the Number of Data Terminals 
In this section, the effects of number of data terminals on the mean channel 
access delay and the mean channel access delay variation experienced by VBR and data 
terminals is discussed. Figure 4. 7 shows the mean channel access delay experienced by 
VBR terminals vs the number of data terminals in a cell, assuming R=l. It is obvious 
that under our scheme, the delay experienced by VBR terminals is constant and 
independent from the number of data terminals. This is because under our scheme, VBR 
terminals use pre-allocated mini-slots in the idle-mode partition to transmit their channel 
access request packets each time they wake up from the idle-mode. In contrast, when 
reservation phase is based on pure contention, the mean channel access delay 
experienced by VBR terminals increases with increase of the number of data terminals, 
as a consequence of more collisions between contending terminals. 
Figure 4.8 shows the mean channel access delay variation experienced by VBR 
terminals vs the number of data terminals in a cell, for R = 1. As it shows, under our 
scheme, the experienced mean channel access delay variation by VBR terminals is 
independent from the number of the data terminals. This is because the contention-free 
transmission of channel access request packets in idle-mode partition, provides a 
guaranteed upper bound on the mean channel access delay variation. On the other hand, 
using a pure contention-based reservation scheme, the variation experienced by VBR 
terminals rapidly grows increase of the number of data terminals. 
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 present the mean channel access delay and mean channel 
access delay variation experienced by data terminals vs the number of data terminals. 
One can see that the mean channel access delay and mean channel access delay variation 
experienced by data terminals have been reduced under our proposed scheme. Yet we do 
not have a flat delay characteristic because data terminals have to contend after waking 
up from idle mode. 
One can argue that measuring delay for non-delay sensitive traffic and 
presenting it as an advantage of a MAC protocol has no benefit. Although we agree with 
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this argument in general, the reason that we look at this delay here is that the improved 
delay performance for data terminals can be considered as an extra bonus offered by the 
proposed scheme. For example, transferring data files at higher speed with less delay is 
definitely desirable, although this delay is not a critical factor. 
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In this section, effects of the repeat parameter (R) on the mean channel access 
delay, and mean channel access delay variation, experienced by VBR terminals have 
been studied. 
Figure 4.11 presents the mean channel access delay experienced by VBR 
terminals for different values of R. One can observe that experienced delay is 
independent from the number of VBR terminals for different values assigned to R. Yet, 
assigning a higher value to R increases the mean channel access delay for VBR 
terminals. This effect is easily seen in Figure 4.11. With a larger value for R, when an 
idle-VBR terminal wakes up, it may have to wait a longer interval (several frames) to 
have the chance to transmit its channel access request packet. Figure 4.11 also shows the 
mean channel access delay for VBR terminals when reservation phase is only based on 
contention. As it shows, the mean channel access delay rapidly increases when we 
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increase the number of VBR tenninals, and this is a consequence of more packet 
collisions. Figure 4.12 was attained by studying a scenario similar to that discussed in 
Figure 4.11, but with smaller number of data terminals. It clearly shows that under our 
scheme, assuming different values of R, the mean channel access delay experienced by 
VBR tenninal is always independent from the number of data terminals. On the other 
hand, we observe that decreasing the number of data terminals in a cell, causes VBR 
tenninals to suffer shorter channel access delays than under a pure contention*based 
reservation scheme. 
Figures 4.13 presents the mean channel access delay variation for VBR terminals 
vs number of VBR tenninals, for different values of R. It shorvs that R has a significant 
effect on the mean channel access delay variation. A larger value for R results in a larger 
mean channel access delay variation. This is because with a larger R an idle" VBR 
terminal may have to wait a longer period before being able to transmit its channel 
access request each time it wakes up. Figure 4.14 presents similar results for smaller 
number of data tenninals. We observe that by decreasing the number of data tenninals, 
under pure contention scheme, VBR terminals experience shorter channel access delay 
because fewer collisions happen. At the same time, it shows that, under our scheme, the 
mean channel access delay for VBR tenninals is independent from the number of data 
terminals. 
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 depict mean length of the reservation partitions vs the 
number of VBR terminals for several values of R. They clearly show that by increasing 
R from 1 to 2, the total length of reservation phase becomes slightly shorter (less 
redundancy on wireless channel) at the price of longer access delays. 
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4.2.4 Dependence of Performance on the Maximum Length of Idle-
Mode Partition 
In this section, effects of maximum allowed length of idle-mode partition (LMAX 
) on the mean channel access delay. and the mean channel access delay variation 
experienced by VBR terminals, assuming blocking strategy for idle-mode partition, 
have been studied. In all previous experiments, we considered a large value of LMAX 
because our purpose was to focus on other aspects of our scheme, without being worried 
about the effect of this parameter. 
Figure 4.17 shows the mean channel access delay experienced by VBR terminals 
vs LMAX • Different curves in Figure 4.17 have been obtained by changing the number of 
VBR terminals. As Figure 4.17 shows, after increasing LMAX to 12 or more, the number 
of VBR terminals in a cell has almost no effect on the mean channel access delay. This 
is because even when the number of VBR terminals is reasonably high at any given 
time, only a fraction of them is in idle-mode or has just waked up. Consequently, there 
is no need to consider a very large upper limit for LMAX • In fact, as Figure 4.17 shows, 
considering an upper limit between 12 to 16 mini-slots for LMAX , even at reasonably 
high load, provides a good balance between delay performance of VBR terminals and 
added redundancy on wireless channel. 
Figure 4.18 shows the mean channel access delay variation experienced by VBR 
terminals vs LMAx • It shows similar results to those presented in Figure 4.17. As we see, 
for a LMAX of about 12 or more mini-slots, the mean channel access delay variation is 
almost constant. 
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4.2.5 Blocking vs Non-blocking Strategies for Idle-Mode Partition 
As discussed in Section 3.2.2, when a VBR tenninal goes to the idle-mode and 
there is no room in the idle-mode partition to allocate mini~slot, blocking or non-
blocking strategy can be adopted. As a brief reminder, under blocking strategy, when 
there is no room in the idle-mode partition to allocate a mini-slot for a VBR terminal 
that has just gone to the idle-mode, the VBR terminal has to wait (even if it wakes up) 
until the base station can allocate a mini-slot. In contrast, under non-blocking strategy, 
when a VBR terminal goes to the idle-mode and it is not possible for the base station to 
allocate a mini-slot for it, the VBR terminal switches to contention partition after 
waking up, and transmits its channel access request packet via contention. In this 
section, we compare and contrast these two strategies based on the results obtained by 
simulation. 
Figures 4.19 to 4.22 present the effects of these two strategies on the mean 
channel access delay for VBR terminals vs the number of VBR terminals, assuming that 
R == 1. In Figure 4.19, we have assumed that LMAX equals 5 mini-slots. As it shows, when 
non-blocking strategy has been used, increasing the number of data terminals causes 
VBR tenninals to suffer from larger channel access delay. In contrast, when blocking 
strategy is used, the number of data terminals has no effect on the mean channel access 
delay of VBR terminals. This is an expected result because under blocking strategy, 
VBR terminals do not use contention-based partition at all. Figures 4.20 to 4.22 present 
similar investigations, done for different values for LMAX' They clearly show that by 
increasing LMAX the results obtained assuming blocking or non-blocking strategy get 
closer, so changing LMAX from 12 to 16, causes negligible difference. 
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4.2.6 The Issue of the Precision of the Final Simulation Results 
The influence of the relative precision of the simulation results is demonstrated 
in Figures 4.23 and 4.24. 
Figure 4.23 (a) shows the mean channel access delay for VBR tenninals vs the 
number of VBR terminals in a cell, assuming a relative precision of 5%. The flat line on 
the bottom corresponds to our proposed scheme for reservation phase. Other curves 
have been obtained assuming different number of data terminals. Figure 4.23 (b) 
presents the same simulation results but with a relative precision of only 10%. As we 
see, it shows big variations in all curves. 
Figure 4.24 (a) shows the mean length of reservation partition vs number of 
VBR terminals in a cell, assuming a relative precision of 5% and 35 data terminals in 
the cell. The flat line in the middle corresponds to our proposed scheme and shows that 
the mean length of the contention-based partition is not sensitive to the number of VBR 
terminals because VBR terminals use only idle-mode partition. Two other curves show 
the total length of reservation phase under our scheme and when reservation is only 
based on contention. It shows that our proposed scheme puts some redundancy on 
wireless channel. Figure 4.24 (b) corresponds the same scenario but with a relative 
precision of 10%. In addition to local variations in the derived curves, we observe that 
for number of VBR terminals less than 12, the total length of reservation phase under 
our proposed scheme is shorter than that of for pure contention. This shows that one has 
to be careful with collecting simulation results with appropriate (high) precision, since 
there is a danger of drawing wrong conclusions about the performance of protocols on 
the basis of unsatisfactory accurate estimates. 
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4.3 Summary 
In this chapter, the performance of our scheme for the reservation part of a TDD-
based MAC protocol for W ATM has been evaluated through quantitative stochastic 
computer simulation. To have a clear picture, the performance evaluation was divided 
into several cases, with each one focused on a different important performance factor. 
In section 4.2.1, the effects of number of VBR terminals on the mean access 
delay and on the mean access delay variation experienced by VBR terminals, and the 
mean length of the reservation partitions under our scheme were evaluated and 
compared to those of pure contention-based reservation phase. The results show that, 
under our scheme, the mean access delay and mean access delay variation for VBR 
terminals are independent of the number of VBR terminals. This is an important feature 
of our scheme, in particular in higher loads, when there are too many mobile terminals 
in a cell. The mean access delay variation is important because it contributes to the final 
CDV of ATM cells. In addition, we showed that our scheme puts negligible overhead on 
wireless channel. 
In Section 4.2.2, the effects of number of data terminals on the mean channel 
access delay and the mean channel access delay variation for both VBR and data 
terminal were studied. The results show that under our scheme, number of data 
terminals has no effect of the mean access delay and the mean channel access delay 
variation for VBR terminals. This is of paramount importance in mixed voice/data 
wireless networks. In addition, we observed that the mean channel access delay for data 
terminals has been slightly improved. Although this is a less important result, but one 
can consider it as an extra bonus offered by the proposed scheme. 
In Section 4.2.3, the effects of repeat parameter (R) were studied. It was shown 
that a larger v:alue for R leads to larger access delay of VBR terminals. Yet, we showed 
that even R = 1 does not put too much redundancy on wireless channel while minimizes 
the mean channel access delay and the mean channel access delay variation experienced 
by VBR terminals. Therefore, R=l can be considered as optimal choice for the repeat 
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parameter. This simplifies the implementation of our proposed mechanism because with 
R= 1 the "adjustable repeat" part of our proposed scheme is not needed. 
In Section 4.2.4, the effects of maximum allowable leneth of the idle-mode 
partition (LMAX) were studied. It was shown that a value between 12 to 16 mini-slots for 
LMAX is an optimal value. 
In Section 4.2.5, the effects of blocking and non-blocking strategies for idle-
mode partition were studied. We observed that for LMAX < 12 mini-slots, the non-
blocking strategy shows sensitivity to the number of data terminals. For LMAX > 12 mini-
slots, it was shown that both strategies present almost the same performance. In this 
case, blocking algorithm is preferred because of its simplicity. 
Finally, in Section 4.2.6, we showed the importance of satisfactory high 
precision of estimates obtained by stochastic simulation. 
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Chapter 5 
Summary and Conclusions 
Following significant advances in wireless communication and rapid market 
growth for· wireless services in recent years, the need to support more advanced 
multimedia services such as interactive video, and wireless access to the Internet is 
anticipated. Broadband wireless networks can satisfy the bandwidth requirements of 
these new services. A broadband wireless network can be realized using cellular or ad 
hoc architecture, each one its own advantages. 
The primary step to deploy a broadband wireless network, is to have a good 
understanding of the physical layer and frequency administration issues. In chapter 1, 
we have briefly discussed the importance of frequency administration and regulations. 
Then we have briefly reviewed such principal issues as: the licensed and unlicensed 
bands and their characteristics, the infra red and the radio technologies, multimedia 
applications and their characteristics, the role of source and channel coding and their 
importance in wireless networks,. and alternative wireless network architectures. The 
W ATM has been considered in our research because it has been targeted by many other 
research projects around the world. W ATM facilitates the integration of wireless 
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services into future B-ISDN and provides an end-to-end QoS standard for future 
wireless applications. 
This research project has been focused on the studying and improving the MAC 
protocols for broadband wireless networks. In accordance with this goal, in chapter 2, 
we have focused on MAC protocols for broadband wireless networks. First, a review of 
traditional MAC protocols has been presented. In a broadband wireless ne~ork 
designed to carry multimedia traffic, MAC layer has to deal with bandwidth consuming 
nature of multimedia applications and different QoS requirements, while dealing with 
limited bandwidth and high BER of wireless channel. Consequently, traditional MAC 
protocols can not be used in wireless broadband networks. A combined mechanism 
which incorporates advantages of several MAC protocols is likely to be more suitable. 
Different aspects of a typical MAC protocol designed for wireless broadband networks 
have been discussed namely: frame structure, channel structure, packet scheduling, and 
bandwidth allocation strategies. A survey on recent proposals has been presented in 
which we have compared and contrasted these proposals. Finally, we have discussed a 
general problem that has not been addressed in most recent proposals adequately. We 
refer to this problem as "idle-mode VBR" problem. 
In chapter 3, after a brief introduction to the "idle-mode VBR" problem, an 
enhanced reservation scheme for reservation phase of a TDD-based MAC protocol for 
W ATM has been proposed. This scheme is called "dynamic hybrid partitioning with 
adjustable repeat'. Under our scheme, the reservation phase of the MAC protocol is 
divided into two separate adjacent partitions called the idle-mode and the contention-
based partitions, respectively. The idle-mode partition is used by currently accepted 
delay-sensitive idle VBR terminals, when they wake up from idle mode. The 
contention-based partition is used by non-delay sensitive data terminals and new 
arrivals. Separate adaptive algorithms control these two partitions. In addition, we 
discussed how a repeat parameter has been associated with our scheme to provide more 
flexibility. The algorithms have been presented with their detailed flow charts. 
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In chapter 4, we have evaluated the performance of our proposed solution to the 
idle-VBR problem. The ON/OFF source model has been adopted to simulate the delay-
sensitive VBR and the non delay-sensitive data traffic sources. Simulation program has 
been written in C++ and linked to AKAROA. To present the results in a coherent 
fashion, the evaluation has been divided into several simulation scenarios, each one 
focused on one particular performance measure. The mean channel access delay, and the 
mean channel access delay variation have been considered as the primary performance 
measures. In addition, the mean length of the reservation partitions has been studied to 
measure the extra overhead put by our scheme on the wireless channel. Also the 
importance of simulation precision to obtain reliable results has been presented. 
The obtained results suggest that the proposed scheme can improve the 
performance of VBR voice traffic in a broadband wireless network, in the presence of 
multimedia traffic. The mean channel access delay for VBR terminals has been 
significantly improved in all investigated scenarios. In addition, under our scheme, the 
mean channel access delay experienced by VBR terminals, is independent from the 
number of VBR terminals. In contrast, when reservation phase is purely based on 
contention, the experienced mean channel access delay increases with increasing the 
number of VBR terminals. Similar results have been obtained for mean channel access 
delay variation. 
The results also indicate that even assuming a repeat parameter R=l, and a 
maximum length of idle-mode partition LMAX=24 mini-slots, our scheme does not add 
much redundancy to wireless channel. Therefore, the "adjustable repeat' part of our 
proposed scheme is not needed. This simplifies our proposed scheme as "dynamic 
hybrid partitioning". In addition, assigning a value more than 12 to 16 mini-slots to 
LMAX' does not provide a better performance. We have also shown that when we increase 
the LMAX to more than 12 mini-slots, blocking and non-blocking strategies for idle-mode 
partitions tend to offer similar behavior. Considering that blocking strategy is in general, 
easier to implement, we can conclude that a value of R =1, LMAX = 12, combined with 
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blocking algorithm for idle-mode partition, can provide a good performance with 
minimum redundancy. 
Although in this project, we integrated our proposed solution for idle-VBR 
problem into TDD-based MAC protocols, incorporation of our solution into FDD-based 
MAC protocols can be considered as another research work. Also it is worth to mention 
that our proposed scheme can be considered as a general one, and can be incorporated in 
any demand-assignment MAC protocol whose reservation phase has been based on pure 
contention. 
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